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FC Barcelona qualifies for the quarter finals of Champions League 
a 6-1 Victory against Paris PSG

Paris, Washignton DC, 10.03.2017, 01:58 Time

USPA NEWS - The Paris Saint Germain team, who had four goals ahead thanks to their performance in the first-leg final, was
knocked down 6-1 by FC Barcelona in a second leg on Wednesday night. The last chance of being qualified for the quarter finals of
champions league has gone. 

The Paris Saint Germain team, who had four goals ahead thanks to their performance in the first-leg final, was knocked down 6-1 by
FC Barcelona in a second leg on Wednesday night. The last chance of being qualified for the champions league has gone. Paris SG,
who scored four goals ahead of his performance in the first-leg final, were beaten 6-1 by FC Barcelona, who snatched the lead at
home to qualify for the quarter-finals. Champions League, Wednesday back.---------------------------------
Close to the scenario catastrophe by conceding three goals in less than an hour of game, PSG thought to have inscribed the goal
outside sufficient to qualify (62e). But Neymar, who scored twice in the last minutes (88th, 90 + 1e), offered the goal of the
"remonttada" to Sergi Roberto in the final moments of the match. It is the first time in the history of the competition that a team
succeeds in raising such a handicap.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The PSG players have defeated their fans, losing to Barcelona (6-1) in the knockout round of the Champions League.It seems that the
level of the players was very inferior to the habit, maybe even a little too confident. Apart from Cavani, none were at the level of the
match. Unai Emery had decided to replace Di Maria by Lucas on the right side which did not play well enough. The player is not to
blame alone, because all the rest of his team, turned out very low against FC Barcelona who largely dominates the PSG, the Parisian
team, scoring 6 decisive goals, allowing them to suppress the Hopes of making their way to the quarter-finals of the Champions
League. A hard score to be accepted by the fans of the Parisian club. Source Europe1, PSG
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